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Cloud Storage For Your Social Life: Sgrouples Announces, My Cloud Storage

Secure Cloud Storage Is Newest Feature for Privacy-Centric Social Network

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. - Oct. 15, 2013 - PRLog -- San Francisco, CA - Today, Sgrouples®
(https://www.sgrouples.com/), the Safe Social Alternative, announced the launch of its "My Cloud Storage"
feature.

My Cloud Storage, now integrated into the Sgrouples platform as a "DropBox-like" feature, allows
members to store and back up their photos, documents, and videos. Members have the option of choosing
different storage capacities to match their needs, (100 GB, 200 GB, or 500 GB), above the 4 GB of space
the company provides for free to each registered member.

My Cloud Storage prices match those of DropBox, but Sgrouples members also enjoy additional
complimentary features and functionality. Sgrouples members can easily connect with friends, family, and
co-workers in separate groups as well as individually, sharing their real lives via videos, photos, documents,
discussions, events, chat, privacy mail, and more.

Uniquely at Sgrouples, the privacy-centric platform, My Cloud Storage service gives Sgrouples members a
dashboard-style control over previously shared content. Members can selectively delete their posts to
groups, contacts, and even external social media accounts such as Facebook and Twitter—all from My
Cloud Storage.

Sgrouples Founder and CEO, Mark Weinstein, made the following comment at the launch of My Cloud
Storage: "At Sgrouples we are doing something amazing, restoring personal privacy and respect for people,
within a cutting-edge communication platform that simplifies our lives. With the launch of My Cloud
Storage, we have added another pillar of convenience for Sgrouples members. I am proud that Darcy
Travlos at FORBES has called Sgrouples the "next generation in the evolution of social media."

And as always, Sgrouples members own all their data and content. Anything stored by Sgrouples is back by
its revolutionary privacy policy and privacy bill of rights.

About Sgrouples - Sgrouples (http://www.sgrouples.com) is the next generation social platform with
privacy you trust. No tracking, no stalking, no facial recognition—nothing creepy. Sgrouples enhances and
supports the different groups in your life, giving you exclusive control over any overlap (or not) between
them. Built into the Sgrouples platform are customizable ways to share photos, videos, discussions,
documents, privacy mail, chat, and more. From your friends and family to your neighbors and co-workers;
from being a baby, teenager, parent, or elder; Sgrouples is the convenient, fun, and flexible platform that
serves your life and its organization.

At Sgrouples, a patent-pending advertising model anonymizes your information while providing you with
ads of your choosing—with "No-Ads" as an option. The world's first Privacy Bill of Rights (
https://sgrouples.com/privacy) delivers safety and trust. A crisp and simple User Interface replicates real
life communication patterns and interactions.
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Join Sgrouples Today! https://sgrouples.com
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